
HEALTHCARE  
TRENDS FOR 2016



rom patient demographics to technology to politics, myriad factors 
influence healthcare facility design in the U.S. Hospitals aren’t 
going away, but how they are being used is changing. Retail clinics, 
mHealth and home healthcare are making us rethink how and 
where we get our care. And what about the patients themselves? 

Boomers, millennials and gen-Xers all have different needs and wants.  
 
What’s new? What’s old? And what’s next?

To answer these questions, we’ve curated healthcare industry trends from multiple 
organizations – as well as our own research – on the following pages.  
 

These trends are broken into the following categories:
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METATRENDS

CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

PATIENT EXPERIENCE
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METATRENDS

Gensler Design Forecast 2016 

http://www.gensler.com/2016-design-forecast-community 

Designing Both Time  
and Space

Hungry for experience and hooked on ultra- 
convenience, we won’t tolerate “dead time,”  
whether it’s long commutes, less-than-seamless 
transitions, or places devoid of interest. Design  
will reflect the reality that people will expect  
everything to justify their time commitment.

IMPLICATIONS FOR  
HEALTHCARE DESIGN:

Waiting spaces in hospitals, clinics, medical/ 
dental offices evolve into places of interest.

Embracing Our iHumanity 

Digital will be such an integral part of daily life that 
we’ll leverage it much more fully.  We’ll accept how 
it interacts with us, consciously feeding its data 
streams to make our lives better.  Our iHumanity 
will be a shared, global phenomenon, but different 
locales and generations will give it their own spin.

IMPLICATIONS FOR  
HEALTHCARE DESIGN:

 The ability to monitor health and manage  
chronic conditions using smart phones and  
wearable devices may keep people out of the  
hospital and living at home longer. This may  
reduce the demand for acute care beds and  
assisted living facilities.

Leading “Smarter” Lives 

We’ll live in a “made” environment, not just a “built” 
one.  Buildings, settings and products will integrate 
connectivity and detect our presence.  Most aspects  
of our everyday lives will reflect this, enabling us to 
make real-time, just-in-time connections to people, 
places, goods, and services.

IMPLICATIONS FOR  
HEALTHCARE DESIGN:

Imagine smart chairs that know when a patient 
gets up or monitors vitals? Or smart flooring in 
memory care units to monitor movement?
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Urbanity, Not Just  
Urbanizationt 

Urbanity creates and abundance of human networks 
to drive urban economies. To support new lifestyles, 
real estate will innovate its forms and means. 
Walkable, transit-served hubs that offer a rich, dense 
mix will absorb new growth. Many of them will be in 
former suburbs.

IMPLICATIONS FOR  
HEALTHCARE DESIGN:

More integration of healthcare facilities into the  
community, whether it be retail, stand-alone  
clinics, or senior living communities. 

Cities as Innovation Engines 

Look for the emergence of neoindustrial cities that 
support thriving digital/artisanal maker cultures. 
Consumers will expect to co-create the goods and 
services they purchase. Makers — including freelancers 
and robots — will look to cities to provide tools and 
settings to speed innovation.

IMPLICATIONS FOR  
HEALTHCARE DESIGN:

Patients and family members will have more  
influence over how and where they get their care.
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In this report, Gensler identifies five metatrends that are shaping the world of 2025.
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Senior Living, Memory  
Care in Demand

While MHC didn’t provide any data on the number 
of new projects, it reported that there is increasing 
demand for dedicated, stand alone memory care 
facilities. HCD’s survey found that senior living 
projects are growing, with double the number of 
firms working on long-term care projects from two 
years ago.

CONSTRUCTION &  
DESIGN TRENDS

Patient Satisfaction  
Very Important 

Healthcare leaders are beginning to understand that 
the design of the physical environment can have an 
impact on patient satisfaction. 86% in HFM/ASHE’s 
survey said patient satisfaction is “very important” 
in driving design changes. 54% in HCD’s survey 
responded that improved patient satisfaction/
HCAHPS scores was a common client goal. MHC’s 
survey didn’t ask those types of questions.

Smaller Projects, More  
Outpatient Facilities 

The number of acute care renovations, freestanding 
outpatient renovations, and freestanding outpatient 
facilities outpaced entire acute care hospitals 
in MHC’s survey. In HCD’s survey, 37% said that 
renovation of existing space was the most common 
element influencing projects, followed by the addition 
of outpatient facilities. Outpatient construction  
projects doubled from 2015 in HFM/ASHE’s survey.
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Modern Healthcare 2016 Construction  
& Design Survey

www.modernhealthcare.com

Healthcare Design 2016 A/E/C Survey

 
www.healthcaredesignmagazine.com

American Society of Healthcare  
Engineers  2016 Health Facility  
Design Survey

www.hfmmagazine.com
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INTERESTING TIDBIT:

Some predict that the number urgent care center 
projects is about to explode (HFM).

INTERESTING TIDBIT:

Younger patients, particularly contact sport  
athletes suffering from chronic traumatic  
encephalopathy (brain injury), may be moving 
into memory care facilities (MHC).

Here are a few more findings from the surveys:

     Bigger patient room trend starting to  
     reverse (HFM/ASHE)

     Single most common client goal for      
     2015 was future flexibility/adaptability  
     (HCD)

     61% are using design strategies to   
     mitigate falls (HFM/ASHE)

     Construction companies continue to       
     build green, but clients often balk at 
     LEED certification (MHC)

•
•

•
•
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UNDER-UTILIZED 
FACILITIES

Gensler 2016 Hospital Left Behind Report

A Growing Volume of Obsolescence

Many cities and towns throughout the country are rife with shuttered or under-utilized healthcare 
facilities. These facilities vary in size, shape, design, context and age, and have come to symbolize  
the state of the healthcare real estate market. Together these are the hospitals left behind and it’s  
a phenomenon that only promises to grow. So how do we start to understand how we got here?

SOURCE:

SHORTAGE OF

45,000
PRIMARY CARE DOCTORS 

ANTICIPATED BY 2020

AMBULATORY
SURGERY CENTERS:

4X MORE
IN 30 YEARS

>44%
of retail clinic visits take 

place when physician 
offices are closed

20,000,000
VIRTUAL VISITS

EXPECTED BY 2020

Based on these and other projects, we’ve boiled down 
successful hospital re-use to eight key considerations:

1.
Curate your 

Team

2.
Start the Right 

Conversation with 
Right People

4.
Infrastructure 
Always Rules

3.
Know Your 

Community

5.
Know your

Options

6.
Think sculpture,  

not surgery

7.
Sometimes the 

smartest option is 
not to build

8.
Know 

yourself
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THE CLINICAL  
EXPERIENCE

CADRE 2015 Clinic 20XX Report

http://www.cadreresearch.org/projects/clinic-20xx/ 

Some interesting observations about the current U.S.  
patient population in the report:

For the first time in recent history, the healthcare marketplace is catering to four different 
generations— Silent Generation, Baby Boomers, GenX, and Millennials.

Each generation has unique emotional triggers and motivations. Boomers rely more on  
 physician recommendations than Gen-Xers or Millennials, who rely on prior experiences.

Gen-Xers and Millennials are skeptics and need more information.

Across all generations, there is a need for instant gratification.

Millennials also have very little brand loyalty.

Patients are living longer, but are not necessarily healthier.

So what do patients want from their clinic experience?  
First of all, they don’t want to be called customers.  
The rest of it is pretty simple: 

They are attracted by convenience, affordability, and reputation.

Low waiting times, patient/provider relationships, follow-up care, cleanliness/hygiene, care  
coordination, streamlined registration, wi-fi access retain them.

Cleanliness and hygiene are important to patients in selecting a clinic.

They want same-day appointments and walk-in appointments with a wait time of less than  
30 minutes.

Boomers who were surveyed value a quiet environment and are open to waiting an hour.  
Millennials want 24/7 access, online registration, and a spa-like environment.

Patients who had a reasonable wait time in the waiting room and at the registration areas  
reported being more satisfied.

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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TOP HEALTH  
INDUSTRY ISSUES

The PWC report identifies 10 issues that are expected to  
have the most impact on the industry. Four of these issues 
impact healthcare facility design:

2016 is the year of merger mania:  
high-profile mergers and acquisitions  
will continue, with regulators taking  
center stage in the debate over how  

               consolidation impacts consumers.

Care in the palm of your hand: thanks  
to technology and shifts in financial  
incentives, care will begin to move  
into the palms of consumer’s hands,  
providing care anywhere, anytime.

Behavioral healthcare is no longer 
on the back burner: employers and 
healthcare organizations eye behavioral 
healthcare as key to helping costs down, 
productivity up, and consumers healthy.

Care moves to the community: as  
payment shifts to value-based models, 
health systems will pursue lower-cost 
settings more aggressively than before 
while employing creative approaches to 
distributing care.
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PriceWaterhouseCoopers Health  Research Institute:  
“Top Health Industry Issues of 2016”

www.pwc.com

ACQUISITIONS, NEW TYPES 
OF FACILITIES, AND PARTNER-
SHIPS ARE WAYS THAT HEALTH 
SYSTEM XS ARE DELIVERING 
CARE TO THE COMMUNITY. 
EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY 
DRIVEN EFFORTS INCLUDE:

Acquiring or affiliating with  
community hospitals

Building a bedless hospital

Building a virtual care center

Partnering with retail clinics

SOURCE:



According to the Consumer Health Insights 
survey, consumers want the same qualities 
in health care companies that they value in 
non-health care settings. More than half  
of the survey’s participants cited great  
customer service as important for non- 
health care and health care companies alike. 

In 2013, 16 percent of consumers said  
they had at least one health app on their 
mobile device. Two years later, 32 percent 
said they did. The Health Research  
Institute also found that Millennials,  
who are enthusiastically embracing 
wearables and health apps, prefer virtual 
communication for health interactions. 

Nearly 13 million people signed up for the 
Affordable Care Act’s marketplace policies  
in 2016. Competition on these exchanges 
will be diminished next year in various 
areas of the country when some of the 
nation’s largest health insurers will sell 
individual plans in fewer markets.  
Additionally, 16 nonprofit co-ops have 
closed since January 2015.

The shift from fee-based to value-based 
payments, say survey respondents, is  
the single biggest challenge facing U.S.  
hospitals and health systems, affecting  
institutions across every region, size,  
location and type of ownership.

There has been a 17 percent reduction  
from 2010 to 2014 in the number of  
hospital-acquired conditions such as 
ulcers, infections, and avoidable traumas, 
representing over more than 87,000 lives 
saved and $20 billion in cost savings. 

In 2016, millions of American consumers 
will have their first video consults, be  
prescribed their first health apps and use 
their smartphones as diagnostic tools 
for the first time. These new experiences 
will begin to make real the dream of care 
anywhere, anytime, changing consumer 
expectations and fueling innovation. 

Some clinicians will begin work in new 
“bedless” hospitals and virtual care centers, 
overseeing scores of patients in far-flung 
locations.  Fueled by alternative payment 
models, technological advances and  
powerful new database tools, these new 
ways of delivering care will spread. Care 
delivery will begin to change.

The average turnover rate for nurses in 
2014 was 16.4 percent, according to the 
2015 National Healthcare Retention &  
RN Staffing Report. The cost of turnover  
for a bedside nurse ranges from $36,900  
to $57,300, leading to a loss of $6.2 million 
for an average hospital. 

There are now almost 2,000 retail clinics  
in the U.S. There will be more than 2,800  
retail clinics by 2018, according to a 
forecast by Accenture. Two key drivers will 
bolster retail clinics’ relevance and quality  
in local health delivery systems: 1) the ability  
to forge relationships with health care 
providers and the clinics’ adoption and  
2) effective use of information technology 
that enables data sharing and data liquidity.
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ENVIRONMENTAL  
SCAN

MAJOR DRIVING FORCES OF 
TRENDS THAT ARE SHAPING 
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS’ 
STRUGGLES ARE:

Affordability

Coverage gaps

Consumerism

Holistic focus on health

Payment for value

New technologies

Chronic care management

Consolidation

Community benefit

American Hospital Association 2017 Environmental Scan

www.hhnmag.com

The Environmental Scan report identifies the following 
insights that could impact healthcare facilities:
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